
What is A Holiday To A Prisoner? By Joseph X

It is the recognition of our failures as fathers, husbands, sons, brothers, and men. It is
the remembrance that plays in our minds of us all like a motion picture (the day we became
captives). Every moment memorialized down to the last detail. From the cold steel handcuffs
against our warm flesh, to the smell of the police patrol car’s interior that gives off an aroma -of
defeat- that transmits from our brain to the pit of our stomachs. Jingle bells are replaced with a
jingling chain of a convict being escorted to health or psych services to try and repair either the
deterioration of the body or the breakdown of the mind. And just of the first generation of slaves
brought to thee America’s told stories of freedom and Africa. Modern day slaves tell stories of
their neighborhoods and cities they hail from with the same sense of pride. There is no silent
nights only screams and rhythmic beats on steel doors to drown out the painful memories, of
becoming a memory to our loved ones. We either live in the past tense, or become immersed in
the present where family and festivities is a luxury most of us can't afford. We don't count down
days to Christmas we count calendars until we’re either free, or freedom no longer matters.
holidays are open wounds to those of us that has been lullaby - lullabied to sleep as well as
those of us that are woke for much different reasons. Those in a slumber walk around with
heavy hearts praying for to grant them one of their many fantasies. An early release, in a truth-in
sentencing state. Visits from loved ones consumed with survival in their everyday life, and
money to finance their incarceration. Those of us with our eyes wide open see the holidays for
what they are (capital gain) for the wealthy- the 1% of the 1%. And although advertised as a
time for family unity, gifts, food, and sharing, it is thee poor and working poor being lead like
sheep to financial manipulation and slaughter. it is the same capitalist regime that under
educates and over incarcerates the same poor and proletarian class for political gain, social
control, and profit. I would imagine the reactionary class of prisoners feel loss, pain, and
loneliness during the holiday season. however the revolutionary class of prisoner is not moved
by nostalgic emotions. it is scientific and analytical studies that moves us toward our fight for
liberation and freedom. So what is a holiday to a prisoner? To me it means understanding I am
at war with global terrorists, fascists, capitalists. I can’t celebrate my own demise under the ruse
of holiday tradition. So this holiday hush down means a keen sense of (class struggle) the study
of revolutionary literature and stillness. We are living in a perpetual state of war. powerless
without unity in our captive state that has damaged prisoners' personality, psychology, and spirit.
American rule creates an immense pressure based on materialism around the holiday season
that renders the unconscience prisoners feeling devalued, worthless, and without purpose. We
first must understand the war within. The holidays, like any other day should be spent reading,
thinking, studying, evaluating one’s position not just as prisoner but citizen of the world we
belong to, and among humanity. So let the love we feel for our family-families be more spiritual
than emotional. More transformative, than tragic. Love should inspire something deep and
compelling in the minds and hearts of all prisoners this holiday season. resistance, resilience,
and Revolution. All power to the people!
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